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$1. lWlYRODUCTION Ah?) THEOREMS 
LET H be the real (H,), complex (Hc) or quaternionic (Hn) separable Hilbert space. An 
element of H or vector is a countable sequence x = (x,, x2, . ..) of numbers for which the 
limit ET- 1 X~Uj, with .fj the conjugate of ,yj, exists. The inner product of x and y is denoted 
by my: 
xy = f zjyj. 
j=l 
The length of x is Ix] = J(xx). A vector x with length Ix/ = 1 is called a unitvector. End H 
is the linear space of continuous (= bounded) linear operators (endomorphisms) of H with 
the topology obtained from the norm: 
I WI 
llhil = SUPO#xeH - 
I4 
h E End H. 
This topology is stronger (more open sets) than the compact-open topology for which the 
following theorems are known to be true [8]. 
The composition of linear operators defines a product End H x End H -+ End H which 
is seen to be continuous in both variables. 
The general linear group GL is the topological subspace of End H with the invertable 
elements of End H as points. It is an open subset of End H, and it is denoted by GL,, 
GL, and GL, in the three special cases. The mapping Inv which assigns to any f E GL its 
inverse Invf=f-‘, is continuous. Consequently GL is a topological group. An element 
h of GL is called unitary (or orthogonal) in case 
or equivalently : 
Ih( = I-4 for x E H, 
llhll = j/h-‘i[ = 1. 
The unitary elements of GL form a subgroup, the unitary group U of Hilbert space H. 
(This group U is not lim,= 33 U(n) = U(m)). 
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Putnam and Wintner [5, 61 proved with the help of spectral resolutions that UR and 
hence CL, are connected. It is well known that U, is connected (see for example Cordes 
and Labrousse [I]. 
In this paper we prove: 
THEOREM (I). AI homotopy groups of CL vanish : 
n,(GL) = 0 for k = 0, 1, 2, . 
A. Dold has kindly brought to my attention that Theorem (1) implies 
THEOREM (2). GL(GL, and CL, and CL,) is contractible to a point. 
In order to make the paper independent we present the proof of this implication in $3, 
although it also follows for example by applying Lemma (1) of Milnor [3] to the space GL, 
and this is allowed by the last part o f Milnor’s paper. The main point is that the locally 
convex weakly homotopy trivial space CL is dominated by a countable CW-complex. 
Because U is a retract of GL we can then conclude ($4): 
THEOREM (3). The unitary group of Hilbert space (UR, UC and UH) is contractible to a 
point. 
In other words: CL and U have the homotopy type of a point.? 
Remark. In the finite dimensional case it is advantageous to replace the general linear 
group CL(n) by the correspondin g unitary group U(n), because the latter is compact. In 
the case of the Hilbert spaces there is no such reason to prefer the unitary group Uabove GL. 
Theorems (2) and (3) have been conjectured by Palais, Atiyah and Svarc. Palais [un- 
published], &arc [7] and Janich [2] had the partial result which is our Lemma (7). 
In $5 we mention some applications of the theorems, in particular to the theory of 
vector bundles. 
I would like to express my gratitude for the benefit of critical and other remarks from 
Hirzebruch, Atiyah, Palais, Dold and others, during the preparation of this paper. 
$2. PROOF OF THEOREM (1) 
We first consider the case GL = GLR. The proof takes the form of a sequence of lemmas 
under which a given continuous map f0 = f: S --f GL of the k-sphere S = Sk into GL is 
gradually simplified (f,, 0 I t I 5) by homotopic moves until finally the constant map 
fs : S -+ 1 E GL of S onto the identity map of H, 1 E CL, is obtained. 
LEMMA (1). fb = f is homotopic to a map fi such that fi(S) c CL is contained in afinite 
simplicial compies in GL, consisting of afine simplices in the linear space End H. 
Proof. If the set (wl ljw - 111 < E} c End H, with M’ , z E End H, E > 0, is contained in 
GL, then it is called an open ball in GL with centre z and radius E. Observe that balls are 
convex sets. f(S) can be covered by a finite number of open balls. Let T be a triangulation 
of S so fine that the image underf, of each simplex is contained in at least one of these balls. 
t With Theorem (14.10), p. 57, of J. VON Neumann, Functional operators II, Ann. Math. Studies 22, 
the same conclusions can be seen to hold for non separable Hilbert spaces. 
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Define the piecewise linearization fi of jb by the properties 
{ 
(a) fi(s) =f,(s) if s is a vertex of T; 
(b) the restriction offi to any simplex of T is an affine map. 
Then the required homotopy is 
f, = (1 - 0fll + tfl Ostrl. 
From the assumptions and the convexity of the balls it is clear thatj$) is not only contained 
in End H, but in GL for each value oft and s. Moreoverfi(s) is continuous in s and therefore 
j,(s) is continuous in t and s. Thus the lemma is proved. Observe that the proof applies to 
a map f of any finite simplicial complex into GL. 
Atiyah suggested an alternative proof which holds even more generally. Although we 
do not need it we present it here. 
Alternative prooJ A ball with radius E in GL is called a small ball in case it is contained 
in a concentric ball with radius 3~ in GL. Let U, = lJ;“= I Uj be the union of a finite number 
of small open balls. Any compact set in GL can be covered by such a set U* ! 
Let 
Uj = {WI 11 W - 3jll < &j~. 
Define 
$j(Z) = max(sj - Iii - Zjll, 0) 
and define the partition of unity on (I,: 
4j(z) = #9_ for ZE u,. 
$I i//k(‘) 
If z E U,, and Ui, ... Ui, are the balls that contain z, and CJ,,, is the biggest among these, 
then by geometry: 
Ui, C Use = {WI Ij)V - Z,,Ij < 3&,} j = 1, . . . ) 1 
and so for 0 5 t I 1 we obtain: 
y,(z) = ( I - f)Z + t ii, @j(z). zj c UZ” c CL. 
Consequently gt for 0 I t I I defines a homotopy from the identity map of U, into GL toa 
map for t = 1 of U, into a simplicial complex in GL with vertices -_r, . . , zN_ Iff: S + GL 
is a continuous map of any space S into U, c GL, then f, = grf, 0 I t < 1, is the homotopy 
leading fromf, tofr = gJ’with the properties required in Lemma (1). 
Becausef,(S) is contained in a finite simplicial complex in GL c End H, it is contained 
in a smallest vector subspace W c End H of finite dimension I N. 
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Let gr, . . . , gs be elements off,(S) c GL n W, that generate the vector space W. Then 
we can formulate 
LEMMA (2). The linear subspace in H, generated byf,(s)(x) with s E S, or by w(x) with 
w E W, is of dimension I N, for ecery r’ector s E H. 
Proof. The hrst subspace equals the second, which is generated by the vectors 
9 jCx> j = 1, . . . ) iv. 
LEMMA (3). There exists an infinite dimensional closed subspace H’ in H, and a map 
f3 : S --) GL, homotopic to f, and with 
f3(s)x = x for s E s, x E H’. 
This lemma will be proved after some preliminary work and the proof of Lemmas (4, 5 
and 6). 
We introduce, by induction on i, an infinite sequence of unit vectors a,, N + 2-dimen- 
sional subspaces Ai in H, and unit vectors a:, for i = 1, 2, . . . . 
First let a, be an arbitrary unit vector in H. Let A, of dimension N + 2 contain the 
vectors a, and gj(ar) for j = 1, . , N, and moreover, orthogonal to all these N + 1 vectors, 
a unit vector a:. If B is a closed linear subspace of H, then B’ denotes the orthocomplement 
of B, that is the closed subspace consisting of all vectors in H that are orthogonal (I) to B: 
B-‘ = {x E Hlyx = 0 for every y E B). 
Now suppose a,, Ak and ai are defined for k =C i. Then the unit vector ai is chosen in a 
subspace of finite codimension, which therefore is not void: 
ai E jj: [A: fI (jrgT1(&))]. 
From this choice it follows that 
ai E A:, hence ai -L & for k -C i; 
and 
ai E s,~‘(A:), 
hence 
gj(aJ E A:, and 9 j(ai> J- A for k < i. 
This permits the next choice: 
Ai is an N + 2-dimensional subspace of H, which contains a, and gj(ai) forj = 1, . . . , N 
and is orthogonal to A, for k < i. 
Finally a! is a unit vector in Ai orthogonal to ai and to gj(aJ for j = 1, . . . , N. 
We will define a homotopy such that ft(ai) has the direction of ai and such that 
fs(UJ = a, for i = 1, 2, . . . . 
THE HOMOTOPY 
Let C L 1 be a number 
ilflWll 5 C 
and define: 
TYPE OF THE LiNlTARY GROUP OF HILBERT SPACE 
such that 
and ilf;‘(s>il 5 C for SES 
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Lb/, = {w E iVn GLI jiwjl I Cand /lw-rji I Cl. (1) 
Hence 
jr(S) = wc. (2) 
Next we concentrate our attention on the space Ai for some value of i. For H’ E Wc, 
for example H’ E/-~(S), we know 
IV(UJ E Ai and ; I Iw(nJ 5 c. 
We will rotate the vector w(n,) in the plane of the two orthogonal vectors w(ai) and a: until 
it has the position of Iw(aJ . ~0. After that we will rotate uo in the plane of the vectors up and 
Ui, which again are mutually orthogonal, until UP has taken the place of ui. Under both 
rotations all vectors perpendicular to the plane of rotation stay fixed. As a result we obtain 
a motion carrying bv(ui) into ]w(nJ] .ui. We describe this homotopy as follows in formulae. 
Wedefineki(~v,t)EUcGLforwEWcandO<tll by: 
i 
ki(w, t)(WUi) = (COS n?)(wUi) + (Sin 7Tf)lWU,lU~ 
ki(W, t)(lWUilU’) = -(sin nt)(WUi) + (COS ?rt)lWUilUP 
ki(w, t)(s) = s for X E Ai and .Y J_ Wlli, X 1. UP 
for O<t<+ 
and 
r 
ki(W, t)k; ‘(W, +)(a:) = COS 7Z(f - +). UP + Sin 7t(t - 4). Ui 
ki(w, t)k,y '(w, I) = -sin n(t - +).u: + COS 7~(t - *) .Ui 
ki(W, t)k; ‘(WY 3)(X) = X for X E Ai and X J_ UP, XI Ui 
for +<t<1. 
Observe that ki(w, l)(wa,) = (jwai])ui. 
LEMMA (4). ki(w, t) is continuous in w E WC and t, uniformly in i. 
Proof. For w and w’ E WC and t, t’ E [0, I] we have 
Ijki(w’, t’) - ki(w, t)l\ I jlki(w’, t’) - ki(w’y t)il + jlki(w’, t) - ki(w, t)ll. (3) 
As orthogonal transformations ((like ki(wj, t)) are norm preserving in multiplications, this 
equals 
jj ki(w’, t’)k; ‘(w’, t) - 111 + jlki(w’, t)k; ‘(w, t) - 111. (4) 
ki(w’, t’)k;‘(w’, t) is for t and t’ both in the interval [0, +] or both in [+, l] a rotation of 
Ai about an N-dimensional subspace of Ai as “axis” over an angle x(/t - tl). From plane 
geometry it follows that 
the first term in (4) is then <n(lt’ - t(). (5) 
The second term in (4) is constant for + I t < 1. Hence we may restrict to the case 0 5 t 5 +. 
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If w’(ai) and ~(a,), which are both orthogonal to a;, have a mutual angle r then, as in view 
of (1) we have Iw’(aJ L C-l, Iw(aJ[ L C-i, 
jW'(Ui)- W(Ui)l 2 C-l.2 sin fa. 
(This is again seen from plane geometry.) 
(6) 
If a = 0 then w’ = w and the second term in (4) vanishes. So let CL # 0. Then w’(UJ and 
w(a,), both orthogonal to a: generate with a: a three dimensional space E. ki(w’, t)k;‘(w, t) 
leaves fixed every vector orthogonal to E. In E it represents a rotation which can also be 
described as the composition of a rotation over an angle of absolute measure a about the 
fixed vector a: followed by a rotation over an angle of absolute measure CL about the fixed 
vector IW’ail(COs nt)ay - (sin nt)w’a,. Consequently, as the norm of a rotation over a is 
2 sins +u, 
/jki(tv’y t)k;'(w, t) - I// < 2.2 sin _ta. 
As moreover by the definition of the norm: 
Iw’(ai> - w(ai>l 2 IIw’ - wII, 
we obtain from (6), (7) and (8) 
IIki(w’, t)k;l(~, r) - 111 5 ~C((/W’ - W/I). 
Substituting (5) and (9) in (3) and (4) we get 
jlki(w’, r’) - ki(w, t)/j I n(jr’ - rl) + 2C(jlw’ - w/l) 
and this implies Lemma (4). 
Let k(w, r) E GL be the orthogonal transformation defined by 
( 
(k(w, t)lAi) = ki(w, 0 
k(w, r)x = x for x_LAi for all 
for WE wc, OsrI;l. 
LEMMA (5). k(w, r) is continuous in w and r. 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
i 
Proof. Let xAi be the orthogonal component of a vector x E H in the subspace AI. 
Then 
I(k(w’, r’) - k(w, r))xl = 
&k( w', r’) - k(w, r)]xA, = 
i~lCkt(w’, 0 - ki(w  t)]xA, = 
Ji 
i$l C(kd W’, r’) - ki(Wy r))XAJ2 I 1 
Ji I&4f - 4) +2cW -witn~)2) I 
[n(lt’ - tl) + 2C(w’ - w)]lxl. 
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Hence 
/k(w’, t’) - k(w, t)il I n([t’ - tl) + 2C(llw’ 
and this implies Lemma (5). Observe that 
- 4) 
25 
k(~, 0) = 1 and k(w, l)(wni) = ([wail). Ui 
After these preparations we define the homotopy with initial valuef, by 
f,(s) = Q,(s), t - l)J,(s) for lIlI2. 
For t = 1 this agrees because k(w, 0) = 1 E GL. For t = 2 we have 
f2(s>ai = k(fl(s), l)f*(s)ai 
that is: 
LEMMA (6) 
fi(s)ai = Ifl(s) sai. 
(11) 
(12) 
Let H’ be the closed subspace of H with the orthonormal basis a,, a*, . . . , and let 
HI = (H’)‘. p’ and pr are the orthogonal projections of H onto H’ and H,. Hence 
p’ + pI = 1 E GL. 
The homotopyf, is continued by the definition 
f,(sbi = (3 - t)f*(s)ai + (I - 2)ai 
MY = f&Y for YEHI i 
Because l]f2(s)il = l]fr(s)]i I C, h(s) is continuous in 
same homotopy is 
for 25ts3 (13) 
s and t. Another definition for this 
f,(s) = C(3 - U-i(4 + (t - 2)lP’ +f&h. 
For t = 2 the definition agrees because 
fi(S) =fAsXP + PII. 
For t = 3 we have the properties desired in Lemma (3): 
f&) = P’ + f26)P 1 
f3(s)ai = ui 
fs(s)x = x for .Y E H'. 
Lemma (3) is proved. 
For 
(13) 
gE{wEGLlw=p’+wp,), 
that means 
gx = x for x E H’, 
c? = P’ + P19Pl. 
og is an element of GL and 
(wg IH') is identity. 
(wW, = HI- 
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o is a continuous map and so 
f,(s) = (4 - t)fAs) + (t - 3)&-,(s)) for 3<t14 (14) 
is continuous in s and t, agrees for t = 3, whereas for t = 4: 
( 
f‘$(S).K = .K for x E H’ 
f&)H, = H, 
LEMMA (7). (Known, compare [2]. Let H’ and H, be infinite dimensional closed ortho- 
gonal complements of Hilbert space H: 
H=H’+H, H’iH,. 
Then the subspace of GL 
V = {gl(ylH’) = 1 E GL(H’) and g(H,) = H,J 
is contractible in V to 1 E GL. 
Proof. Let H’ = Hz + H, + ... be a “decomposition” of H’ in an infinite number of 
mutually orthogonal sub Hilbert spaces. If a,, a,, . . . is an orthonormal basis of H’, then 
Hi, i 1 2, is for example the closed sub Hilbert space generated by the vectors aj for which 
an integer mj exists with 
j = 2’-‘(2mj + I). 
Every endomorphism of H = H, + H, + H, + ... is determined by its matrix of elements 
m(i, j) E Hom(Hi, Hi). 
If g E V then 
.I 
m(l, 1) = u = tglH,), 
m(i, i) = 1 E GL(Hi) for i>l 
m(i, j) = 0 for i#j. 
Hence g is determined by its diagonal terms: 
g = (u, 1, 1, 1, 1 . ..). 
That is the same as 
( u, u -+1, 1, 11-l& 1 . ..). 
We will define a homotopy qr which leads from this to the diagonal matrix with diagonal 
g’ = (u, u-l, U, u-l, II ..*), 
and after that to 
which equals 
(MI-l, 1, uu-I, 1, uu-l ..a), 
(I, 1, 1, 1, 1 e..) = 1 E GL. 
The homotopy qt for 0 5 t I n is defined for 0 I t I -&n by the following components of the 
matrix for St(g) : m(1, 1) = 24, 
( 
m(2i, 2i) m(2i, 2i + 1) cos t 
m(2i + 1,2i) m(2i + 1,2i + 1) 1 ( = sin t 
for i2l 
the other matrix elements are zero. 
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For t = 0 we get g. For t = &t we get g’. The homotopy vr for 4~ 2 t I x is defined 
by the following components for q,(g) 
( 
m(2i - 1,2i - 1) m(2i - 1,2i) cos t 
m(2i, 2i - 1) Ii m(2i, 2i) = 1 ( sin t -y(,’ ;)(-yfs: ::;:)(; ;) 
for i2 I 
the other matrix elements being zero. For t = +z we get g’, for t = n we get 1 E GL. 
Proof of Theorem (1). The required homotopy is f, for 0 I t I 5 with initial value 
fO =A final value the constant map f5 : S + 1, where 
ff = Yz~t-1,J; for 4sts5. (15) 
The proof for the complex and quaternionic cases goes analogously with some minor 
modifications. For example End H, is a complex linear space with a natural structure of a 
real linear space. In convexity arguments we use this real linear structure. The linear sub- 
spaces like Wand Ai however are linear subspaces over C of C-dimension 5 N or IV + 2. 
We leave further details to the reader. 
Remark. The special result n,(GL) = 0 can be proved simpler. Lemma (1) and (2) are 
automatic. If w is any element of GL, then in the proof of Lemma (3) Ai can be replaced by 
the space spanned by ni and rva,; @ is not needed; we rotate immediately from \vai to 
lwa,la,. The remaining part is as before. 
53. PROOF OF THEOREM (2): GL IS CONTRACTIBLE 
Proof. GL can be covered by small open balls with radius E I 1 (compare “the alterna- 
tive proof” at the beginning of section 2 for the definition of “small”). Because GL is para- 
compact there exists a locally finite partition of one subordinate to this covering. This means 
that there are real functions 4j : GL -+ R such that 
: 
cbjCz) 2 O, jgl 4jCz> = 1 
5 = Support +j = {z E GL14j(z) # 0} is contained in some small open ball 
uj = {Z E GLI IJz - zjiil < Ej} with centre zj (say). Every point z E GL has a neighborhood 
which meets at most a finite number of supports. 
Let N be the nerve of the covering by the supports 3. Call the vertex that corresponds 
to 5, bj. N is a CW-complex with affine simplices as cells. As in the “alternative proof” 
we can see that, for every z E CL and 0 I t _< 1, 
<t(Z) = (1 - f)z + tjz14j(Z). ‘j 
is contained in GL. cl is a continuous map of GL into GL. tt(z) is continuous in t and z and 
so 5, is for 0 5 t I 1 a homotopy leading from the identity map to the map cl of GL into 
GL. Let CJ : GL + N be defined by 
a(Z) = f cPj(Z>. bj,
j=l 
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and let p,, : N -+ GL be the continuous map with the properties 
i 
POCbj) = L;-* 
the restriction of p,, to any simplex of N is an affine map. 
Then 
51 = P@. 
CL 
\‘, 
(I 
N CL 
PO 
n 
./ 
P 
CN 
As all homotopy groups of GL vanish, the map p. . N + CL can be extended to a continuous 
map of the cone on N, CN, to GL, with the summit o‘ of the cone going onto 1 E GL. 
Hence there exists a continuous map p of N x I to CL mapping (u, t) onto p,(u) E GL such 
that p. is the same as above, and pr(u) = 1 E GL. Then if 
5, = Pt- IC for llfS2, 
the homotopy 
* 
Sr O<t12 
leads from to, the identity map of CL onto GL, to t2 : GL --f 1 E GL the trivial map. 
Theorem (2) is proved. 
$4. PROOF OF THEOREM (3): U IS CONTRACTIBLE 
For any f E GL(GL,, GL, or GLn) let f * E GL be the adjoint off defined by 
(f*x)Y = XUY) for all x,y~H. 
Observe that (f*fx)x = (Jx)(fx) > 0 for x # 0. The retract r : GL + U is defined by 
r(f) = rJ<f*f) - l. 
[Here J(_I-*fl can be defined as follows: 
Let g1 = 1 E GL;gn+l = +[g. + g;l(f*f)]. Then ,/(f*fi = g = lim,=,g, obeys 
B = +cs + s-‘(f*fn hence LP =f*f.l 
I E U because 
(r(f)~)(r(f)x) = ([7(f)]*7(f)x)x = (f*f)-ij*f(f*f)-*xx = xx for x E H. 
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Iffe U then f*f = 1 E GL, hence r(f) =J The required contraction of U is 
r(<l) for Oltll. 
leading from the identity map r(SO) to the constant map r(<?) : U- 1 E U c GL. Here <, 
is the contraction of GL of 53. 
55. COROLLARIES Ah;D APPLICATIONS 
In this section X is a compact space or a space which has the homotopy type of a CW 
complex. 
COROLLARY (1). Every Hilbert space bundle with structure group GL ocer X is trivial. 
Let y,(H) be the n-dimensional vector space bundle with base space the space of 
n-dimensional subspaces of H (n-planes) V”(H), total space the space of pairs 
{(A, x)/A E V,,(H), s E A c H) and the projection, mapping (A, s) onto A. 
COROLLARY (2). (Compare Janich [2]). For ecery n-plane bundle < with total space 
E(c) ocer X there is a mapf’: ,Y--+ V,(H) such that the induced bundle f *(Y”(H)) is isomorphic 
to 5. 
(This follows already from Lemma (6) alone and was also known to Palais) 
Proof. Let q be the (trivial) Hilbert space bundle over X. <@q is another Hilbert 
space bundle, hence trivial and therefore there is a bundle isomorphism: 
ECto=/ \ 
X H 
In the notation indicated in this scheme there is for .r E X an n-plane p2gzv1(x) E V,(H) and 
f=p2gz-l : X+ I/,(H) is the map required in the corollary. This map is easily seen to be 
covered by a bundle map. 
Atiyah [unpublished] and Janich [2] have developed a theory of vector space bundles 
in relation with the (as they observed) H-space F of Fredholm operators on Hilbert space. 
A Fredholm operatorfis a continuous linear operator on Hwith a kernel of finite dimension 
p and a closed imagef(H) of finite codimension q. With the contractibility of GL they can 
conclude that 
Groth( VB(X)) = K(X) = [X, F]. 
Here K(X) is the Grothendieck group of the equivalence classes of vector bundles on the 
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compact space A’. [A’, F] is the group of homotopy classes of maps of X into F. It is 
proved that the ring structure can be included in this representation for the cases R and C. 
It seems possible that now that we know that GL is contractible this theory could perhaps 
be developed in a simpler manner. Let a,, a,, ._. be a basis of H; Cf.(n) consists of those 
elements of GL that leave each vector uj for j > n fixed, as well as leaving the finite dimen- 
sional subspace spanned by a,, . . . and a, invariant. The union of all GL(n) is 
G GL(n) = GL(co) c GL. 
II=1 
[GL(co) is not 0- or l-connected in case R or C respectively, because the function 
“determinant” with values in R and C avoids the value 0, and so there is a non-contrac- 
tible map of So or S’ in GL,(co) or GL,-(co) respectively.] The closure GL’ of 
GL(c0) in GL is homotopy equivalent to GL(c0) (Palais [4], Svarc [7]). GL’ consist of those 
elements of GL that differ from 1 E GL by a compact operator. It seems therefore likely that 
the mapping GL + CL/CL’ defines a universal bundle for GL’-bundles. It can be deduced 
from Atiyah’s and Jlnich’s work that CL/CL’ is a universal base space for stable vector space 
bundles: 
R(X) = [X, GL/GL= ] 
K(X) -,[X, Z x GL/GL’] 
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